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Aviation transport is one of the most important and critical infrastructures in today’s global economy. Failure in its proper
operations can seriously impact regional economic development, which is why it is important to evaluate network robustness.
Previous analyses of robustness have mainly been conducted with an unweighted approach. In the development of air transport,
however, the demand for route configuration has gradually decreased, while the demand for flight adjustments has increased.
Consequently, the aviation network has developed unevenly, so adhering to a uniform approach for evaluating network ro-
bustness may lead to inaccurate results. /erefore, we examined which centrality sequence is the most sensitive to network
robustness in both unweighted and weighted approaches. /e air transport network selected for the case study comprised the six
subregions of the Eurasian landmass of the Belt and Road region. /e study results showed the following: (a) in the network
constructed as an unweighted one, betweenness, and degree centrality had higher priorities in preserving network functionalities
than eigenvector and closeness centrality; (b) in the network constructed as a weighted one, recursive power had a higher priority
in preserving network functionalities than recursive centrality; and (c) no particular centrality measurement had a significant
advantage in representing the totality of robustness./e betweenness centrality sequence was sensitive to the average shortest path
length and global efficiency; the recursive power sequence was sensitive to the clustering coefficient, while degree centrality was
sensitive to graph diversity. /e findings of this study support the decisions about managing air transportation in the Belt and
Road region.

1. Introduction

Geographically, air transportation infrastructure has linked
far-flung locations and fostered intercity relations [1]. /e
development of air transportation services in the past few
decades has played a vital role in economic growth and
prosperity by making countries or regions accessible to large
markets and by increasing the influx of investments [2–4].
However, failures or inefficiencies in the system, potentially
caused by extreme bad weather, natural disasters, terrorist
attacks, and so on, could lead to disruptions in flight

operations and create large losses to the general economy
[5–7]. For instance, bad weather has been identified as the
most common external disruptive agent [8]. Moreover, the
emergency shutdown of air movement caused by the COVID-
19 pandemic has greatly reduced gross operating revenues for
airlines worldwide [9]. Modern states and societies rely on the
availability, reliability, and safety of air transport infrastruc-
ture, and thus air transport infrastructure has been a major
concern for policymakers and scholars.

/e ability of a transportation system to maintain its
designed functionality in the cases of disturbances is defined
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as robustness [10]. /e rise of complex networks, where
nodes refer to airports and edges to the links connecting
them, offered new insights into the analysis of networks in a
variety of real-world systems [11]. /us, nodes and edges
have become themain focus of integratedmanagement of air
transport networks [12, 13]. Numerical simulations and
analytical approaches have been proposed for detecting key
nodes during random or targeted attacks [14–16]. For in-
stance, node centralities (e.g., degree, betweenness, and
closeness centrality) have been widely used to reflect the
importance of nodes [17–19]. Nodes with high centrality are
considered important in preserving network functionalities.
However, it is noteworthy that these centrality measure-
ments focus on the unweighted approach by assuming the
strengths of the connections are uniform. With the devel-
opment of air transport, the demand for route configuration
gradually has decreased, while the demand for flight ad-
justments has increased. As a result, links between two large
airports can differ greatly from those between two small
airports. /is has a significant impact on the network’s
robustness. /us, a uniform approach to evaluating network
robustness may lead to inaccurate results.

Recent measurements in a weighted approach have been
conducted by considering link weight [20, 21]. Other studies
identified the key nodes through a weighted approach by
introducing Bonacich power centrality [16], heterogeneous
degrees [22], and recursive centrality and power [23].
However, what has rarely been noticed is the gap in the
ability of weighted and unweighted approaches to preserve
network functionalities. Correctly determining this gap will
help understand the functionality of air transportation,
especially in the cases where the link weight is not available.
/erefore, the first aim of this paper was to explore the
network robustness through unweighted and weighted
approaches.

One weighted network is the air transport network in
the Belt and Road (B&R), where flights and routes are
distributed unevenly [23]. Interest in the B&R initiative has
grown since 2013 when it was first proposed. On the one
hand, the B&R can be seen as a configuration to reduce
spatial barriers, particularly by developing transport in-
frastructure to facilitate flows across city nodes [24, 25]. On
the other hand, the demands for air transportation services
come from the increasing requirements of high-quality,
speedy, and reliable international transport. Air trans-
portation can enable efficient processing and transmission
of information and face-to-face contacts, which are ex-
tremely important for transnational businesses [1, 26–28].
As a result, there has been a rapid and uneven rise in air
transport in the B&R region in the past few years. For
instance, East Asia has the highest number of flights per
week (1308). /is is 10.8 times the number of weekly flights
in Central Asia (121). As air transport is becoming in-
creasingly critical, studies on the air transport network in
the B&R (ATNBR) has been receiving an increasing
amount of interest [29, 30].

However, for various reasons, including geopolitics and
natural disasters, the ATNBR is often subject to various
attacks, resulting in significant losses. For example, due to its

geopolitical importance, Tel Aviv airport has been the focus
of terrorist attacks, which have caused great losses to local
and global gross domestic product (GDP). /us, the analysis
of the robustness of the air transport network has signifi-
cance due to its contribution towards increasing profits and
economic growth in the B&R. Until now, the study of the
robustness of ATNBR has been a relatively unexplored field.
Under the context of the B&R initiative, the following
question has arisen: Which centrality sequence has the most
impact on preserving network functionalities in this region?
/us, the second aim of this paper was to explore the air
transport network robustness in the B&R region, which will
facilitate beneficial references for evidence-based
configurations.

Focusing on the two-fold aim of this study, the rest of the
paper is divided into four sections. Section 2 introduces the
methodology applied for this analysis. Section 3 reports the
main findings of our analysis. Section 4 discusses the results,
after which the study is concluded in Section 5 with the
presentation of a summary of the study results.

2. Methodology

2.1. Study Area. Although the B&R region is an exoteric,
international economic cooperation network without any
precise scope [31], the research scope is always confined to
66 countries on the list issued by the Chinese government in
2016 (Table 1). In 2017, the population and economy of the
B&R countries amounted to 55% and 31.7% of the global
value, respectively. Besides, the critical role of air transport
in this region is becoming increasingly prominent due to two
aspects. First, air transport has a lower entry threshold
compared to railway and highway transportation. /e B&R
region covers a wide area of the Eurasian landmass where the
topography is quite complicated. Moreover, air transport is
less environmentally sensitive, and the shielding effect of
breaking through the natural boundary is significant. Sec-
ond, air transport is more accessible than other traffic
modes. /e B&R region spans more than 10,000 kilometers
from south to north and east to west. /e broad area of the
B&R region has increased the demands on traffic due to the
reason of speed, especially in poor regions where high-speed
transportation is limited [32]. /us, air transportation plays
a critical role in implementing the B&R initiative because of
its unique advantages in breaking through the shielding
effect generated by natural boundaries, its speed, and its
ability to meet the requirements for long-distance access.

Data on weekly intercity flights can be used to map the
intercity transport linkages. /e dataset was gathered in the
first week of August 2018 using Google Flight, and each
record contained information on flights, including schedule,
and the airline. Ideally, directed and annual data should be
used; however, due to time constraints, our dataset was
much smaller. Our overall goal was to estimate the weight
differences in edges. From the information collected on
several weekly flights in August, we found the following: (a)
all binary connections were retrieved and (b) demand did
not show either a peak or a trough. /us, we believe this
effect to be of minor relevance.
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/e criteria used for including a B&R city in the study are
as follows: (a) it was in the study area, covering six subre-
gions of the Eurasian landmass (East, West, South, South-
east, and Central Asia, and Central and Eastern Europe).
/is includes 66 countries (Table 1) where there were 1718
airports; (b) there was at least one airport that hosted 25 or
more airlines; (c) it was a capital of one of the 66 countries,
even if it did not host 25 or more airlines. In the end, 198
B&R cities were selected. Among them, 147,970 nonstop
flights linking 2717 distinct pairs of nodes took place in one
week (Figure 1). /us, the ATNBR consists of 198 cities
(nodes), 2717 edges in its unweighted network, and 147,970
connections in its weighted network.

2.2. Robustness Assessment Approach. To compare network
robustness in weighted and unweighted approaches, cen-
trality measures were introduced. Several centrality mea-
sures have been advocated in the analysis of unweighted
networks, out of which degree, betweenness, eigenvector,
and closeness centralities have been the most widely used
ones. Recursive power and centrality were introduced to
identify nodes that were the most critical and central in the
weighted networks.

2.2.1. Degree Centrality. Degree centrality refers to the
number of edges to which a given node is connected. /us, a
node with a high degree of centrality is directly connected to
many nodes. In an adjacency matrix, if there were edges
between nodeس i and j, then Aij � 1; otherwise, Aij � 0.
/us, the degree centrality Di of node i is given by the
following formula:

Di � 
n

j�1
Aij. (1)

2.2.2. Eigenvector Centrality. Eigenvector centrality is an-
other widely applied centrality measure. It refers to the re-
finement of degree centrality. /e difference between the two
centrality measures is that a node is considered to have a high
degree of centrality if it is connected to many other nodes,
while a node is considered to have high eigenvector centrality

if it is linked to other nodes that themselves have high-degree
centrality [33]. Referring to the measures presented by [34],
the eigenvector centrality of node i is given as follows:

ei �
1
ρ



n

j�1
Aijej, (2)

where ρ is a constant, Aij is the adjacency value of nodes i
and j, and ei and ej refer to the eigenvector centrality of
nodes i and j, respectively. It is assumed that the eigenvector
centrality of each node is nonnegative, indicating that ei ≥ 0.

In matrix notation with e � (e1, . . . , en), this yields

ρe � Ae. (3)

/is type of equation is well known and solved by the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A.

2.2.3. Closeness Centrality. In general, closeness centrality
refers to the mean geodesic path between nodes in networks.
Here, the geodesic path is defined as the number of edges
traversed from node i to j./us, a node with a high closeness
centrality indicates a short communication edge to other
nodes in networks. In general, geodesic paths are not unique,
as there can be several paths between two given nodes with
the same shortest length. However, at least one geodesic path
always exists between any two nodes in the same connected
component of a network. /e mean geodesic distance be-
tween i and all other nodes in the network is given by

gi �
1
N



n

j�1
cij, (4)

Here, cij refers to the number of edges traversed from node i
to j. /en, the closeness centrality ci of node i is defined by
Iyer et al. [33] as follows:

ci �
1
gi

�
N


n
j�1 cij

. (5)

2.2.4. Betweenness Centrality. Another notion of centrality
is betweenness centrality, which measures the number of
short paths between nodes while they pass through a given
node. /us, if we define

Table 1: Country list in B&R region

Subregion Major countries
East Asia China, Mongolia, South Korea
Central Asia Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tadzhikistan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan

Southeast Asia Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, /e
Philippines, Singapore, /ailand, Vietnam

South Asia Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan,
Sri Lanka

Central and Eastern Europe (Even if the sub-regional division of
Europe is not confirmed to the Europe view, which considers Greece
as a part of Southern Europe or middle part of Europe, the official
publications of the Chinese government integrate Greece in the list
of Central and Eastern Europe)

Russia, Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia,
Croatia, Romania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegrin, Macedonia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, Estonia, Lithuania, Latvia,

Ukraine, Belarus, Moldova, Greece

West Asia
Turkey, Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, /e United
Arab Emirates, Yemen, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Iraq, Iran,

Israel, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Egypt, Cyprus
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vi(s, t) �
1, if i lies on the geodesic path from s to t,

0, otherwise.
 

(6)

/en the betweenness centrality bi of node i is given by
Iyer et al. [33] as follows:

bi � 
s,t∈N

vi(s, t). (7)

2.2.5. Recursive Centrality. In weighted networks, measures
to differentiate power and centrality were developed by Neal
[35]. Accordingly, the recursive centrality (RCi) of node i
can be computed as follows:

RCi � 
n

j�1
Rij ∗Dj, (8)

where Dj refers to the degree of centrality of node j and Rij

refers to the strength of the connection based on weekly
flights between nodes i and j. Accordingly, recursive cen-
trality refers to the strength of node i, which is calculated by
the degree of centrality of the node to which it is connected.
/e recursive power of node iweighs each connection by the
contact’s inverse degree of centrality.

2.2.6. Recursive Power. Similar to calculating recursive
centrality, recursive power (RPi) of node i can be computed
as follows [35]:

RPi � 

n

j�1

Rij

Dj

. (9)

/us, recursive power reflects the extent to which node
i is dominating node j. In general, a node with high re-
cursive power exercises a great influence over the facili-
tation of opportunities since it always connects to cities
that are poorly connected. Consequently, when powerful
nodes fail, they cause the nodes that connect to the net-
work to fail too.

2.3. Attack Strategies. /e critical nodes will be detected
through node isolation through adaptive strategies (see
Figure 2). /e first node to be removed is the node with the
highest value calculated using one of the centrality measures.
Once the node and its links are deleted, the new adjacency
matrix gets constructed. If a link exists in the new network,
then the next node to be removed is the node with the first
value calculated under the same centrality measures. /en,
the operation of the entire network enters a loop. /e loop
continues until no link exists in the new networks.

/e response of the ATNBR under targeted and random
attacks was explored to show the robustness of the network.
Our analysis considered seven strategies for progressive
node removal, namely, (a) degree-based, (b) closeness-
based, (c) betweenness-based, (d) eigenvector-based, (e)
recursive power-based, (f ) recursive centrality-based, and
(g) random node removal. In each case, we first removed the
node with the highest centrality value. /en, we continued
selecting and removing nodes in the descending order of
their centrality value.

<One flight per day
<10 flights per day
>10 flights per day

N

0
km

1,000 2,000

Figure 1: Flight distribution in the study area [30].
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2.4. Robustness Metrics. In previous studies, numerical
metrics were proposed for calculating network robustness
[36]. /ese metrics were classified into two groups: those
based on node centrality and on network structure, both of
which measure the strength of the entire network. (a) Node
centrality included node degree, closeness, betweenness
centrality, and clustering coefficient, which refers to the
quantity and quality of one node’s connections to its
neighbors, and its importance in the entire network. Note
that, in this type, only the clustering coefficient is used as a
metric of robustness. (b) /e network structure metric in-
cluded the size of the giant component, average shortest path
length, and global efficiency./e size of the giant component
does not account for the distances between node pairs. For
this reason and considering the obvious drawback of the size
of the giant component, only the other two metrics were
selected. Finally, graph diversity was chosen since it presents
the ability of a graph to remain connected. /erefore, four
metrics, namely, clustering coefficient (C), average shortest
path length (L), graph diversity (G), and global efficiency (E),
were selected in this study.

2.4.1. Clustering Coefficient. /e clustering coefficient is
used to assess how the neighbors of a node are connected. It
is defined as the clustering degree in a graph [37]. Node i’s
clustering coefficient represents the probability that two
nodes are connected to a particular one [38]. It is computed
as follows:

Ci �
Ei

ki ki − 1( /2
, (10)

where Ei represents the number of edges that are directly
connected to node i and ki illustrates the degree of node i. As
a result, the clustering coefficient includes the average values
of the clustering coefficient of the nodes. According to Liu
et al. [17], the clustering coefficient is given by the following:

C �
1
N



n

i�1
Ci. (11)

2.4.2. Average Shortest Path Length. /e average path length
is the average number of edges along the shortest path
between all pairs of nodes [37]. As we were aiming to
construct the undirected network in this analysis, the av-
erage path length (L) is calculated by the following:

L �
1

N(N − 1)/2


N

i>j
dij, (12)

where dij refers to the number of edges along the shortest
path between nodes i and j and N is the total number of
nodes in the network. A low value of L indicates that the
nodes in a network are more accessible with fewer transfers,
which means the network has higher robustness.

2.4.3. Graph Diversity. Since it considers all the possible
paths between two nodes, graph diversity is related to the
number of nodes shared by the shortest path. Total graph
diversity is the average of the diversity on all valid paths [39].
A larger total graph diversity indicates stronger robustness.

Let the shortest path between a pair of vertices (i, j) be P0.
/en, for any other path Pk between the same source and
destination, we defined the diversity function D(Pk) with
respect to P0 as follows:

D Pk(  � 1 −
Pk ∩P0




P0



. (13)

/e path diversity gives a value of 1, if Pk and P0 are
completely disjoint, and a value of 0, if Pk and P0 are
identical. /en, the effective path diversity (EPD) is calcu-
lated as follows:

EDP � 1 − e
−ℷkij , (14)

where kij is a measure of the added diversity, which is
defined as follows:

kij � 
k

i�1
Dmin Pi( , (15)

where Dmin(Pi) is the minimum diversity of path i when
evaluated against eachmember of the set of paths {P1. . .Pi−1}
previously selected for that pair of nodes. λ is an experi-
mentally determined constant that scales the impact of kij

based on the utility of this added diversity. /e total graph
diversity can now be defined as the average of the EPD values
of all node pairs within that graph.

2.4.4. Global Efficiency. /e concept of global efficiency is
widely used to optimize transportation systems and con-
nectivity. From Latora andMarchiori [40], it can be said that
global efficiency is calculated as follows:

Construct air transport network in B&R region

Are there 
any links?

Descend node based on attacking strategies

Delete node and its links

Construct new network matrix

Yes

Import outputs

No

Figure 2: Flowchart of attacking strategy.
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E �
1

N(N − 1)


i≠j∈G

1
dij

, (16)

where dij refers to the shortest path between node i and node
j.

3. Results

/e primary aim of this analysis was to compare the dif-
ferences in robustness under various centrality sequences
and to explore which centrality sequence had the most effect
on preserving network functionalities in the B&R region.
Based on this twofold aim, the sequential removal of the
nodes was based on the centrality ranking of the nodes.
/en, our analysis computed the change of some major
metrics in preserving network functionalities by removing
nodes in the decreasing order of its specified centrality
measurements.

3.1. Correlation Analysis. Before focusing on the main aims
of this analysis, the correlation analysis of centrality
measures in unweighted and weighted networks was
conducted to gain some insights into the relationships
between these centrality measures, as described later in
Section 4. In Figures 3 and 4, each data point in the plots
represented the value of the different centralities for the
original network, before the performance of any form of
attack strategy. After conducting several tests, linear cor-
relation regression was observed to have the best perfor-
mance of R2, which aims to evaluate regression accuracy. In
general, the high value of R2 represents a strong correlation
among these parameters. Note that two outcomes can be
observed.

First, the regression between recursive power in the
weighted network and four centrality measures in the un-
weighted networks were evaluated (see Figure 3). In brief,
the R2 values for evaluating the regression accuracy between
recursive power and degree centrality, betweenness cen-
trality, and closeness centrality were found to be 0.73, 0.77,
and 0.67, respectively. /is meant that a node with a high
value of recursive power tended to have high values in
degree, betweenness, and closeness centrality as well. Among
these, recursive power had the strongest linear correlation
with betweenness centrality (Figure 3(b)). By comparison,
Figure 3(d) shows a node with high recursive power and low
eigenvector centrality, indicating that the correlation be-
tween them is relatively low (0.35).

Second, the results of the regression between recursive
centrality and four centrality measures were examined (see
Figure 4). /e results showed that recursive centrality had
the strongest linear regression relation with eigenvector
centrality (R2 � 0.97) (Figure 4(d)). /e recursive centrality
also had strong linear regression correlation with degree
centrality (R2 � 0.83) (Figure 4(a)) and closeness centrality
(R2 � 0.56) (Figure 4(c)). By comparison, the R2 value for the
regression accuracy between recursive centrality and be-
tweenness centrality was only 0.26 (Figure 4(b)), indicating
that a weak linear correlation existed.

3.2. Sequential-Targeted Attacking. /e measurements of
robustness metrics in sequential-targeted attacking have
been presented, and a preliminary robustness comparison
was conducted. /e results are presented in this section. For
the first 20% nodes in each centrality measure, see Table 2.

In general, the clustering coefficient decreased with the
removal of the nodes. /us, the node sequence that de-
creased most sharply had the least vulnerable network ro-
bustness. Figure 5 shows the effects of the attack on 20% of
the first nodes on clustering coefficients. In brief, the
ATNBR was highly resistant to random attacks but very
vulnerable to targeted attacks on nodes. In particular, the
four centrality measures in unweighted networks and the
two centrality measures in weighted networks displayed
great volatility. For instance, in unweighted networks, nodes
following the ranking for degree centrality were more robust
and had a higher tolerance to attack than any other se-
quences at first. However, with the continuous isolation of
nodes, eigenvector centrality became the best indicator of
robustness. In contrast, nodes following the ranking for
betweenness centrality showed the least robustness. In
weighted networks, the results showed that the network in
terms of recursive power was less robust than that of re-
cursive centrality. In the comparison of all centrality mea-
sures, recursive power was observed to be the least robust
sequence. Nodes following degree centrality, eigenvector
centrality, and recursive centrality showed the highest tol-
erance for targeted attacks. Moreover, while comparing all
the centrality measures in the two networks, we found that
the nodes following recursive power and betweenness
centrality ranking were less robust than when following
other rankings, and they respond well to the correlation
results in Section 3.1.

/e average shortest path length increased with the re-
moval of each node. /e node sequence that increased this
length most sharply had the least vulnerable network ro-
bustness. Figure 6 shows the effects on the average shortest
path length. In brief, the average shortest path increased as
much as 20% of isolation nodes./e network was found to be
highly resistant to random attacks but very vulnerable to
targeted attacks on nodes. In unweighted networks, the nodes
following the betweenness centrality ranking were found to be
the least robust and had the lowest tolerance for attacks on all
the sequences. /e average shortest path length increased the
most slowly in the sequence of eigenvector centrality, indi-
cating that that sequence had the highest network robustness.
Among all the centrality measures, the network modified in
terms of betweenness centrality showed the least robustness.
While comparing all the centrality measures in the two
networks, the nodes following recursive power and be-
tweenness centrality ranking were observed to be the two least
robust groups than those following other rankings, aligning
well with the correlation results in Section 3.1.

Graph diversity decreases as nodes are removed, indi-
cating that the node sequence that decreased the most sharply
had the least vulnerable network robustness. Figure 7 shows
the robustness results for graph diversity under sequential
targeted attacking. In brief, networks were degraded differ-
ently under a sequential-targeted attack. /e following three
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Figure 4: Correlation between recursive centrality and four other measures of centrality: (a) degree centrality, (b) betweenness centrality,
(c) closeness centrality, and (d) eigenvector centrality.
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Figure 3: Linear correlation regression between recursive power and four centrality measures: (a) degree centrality, (b) betweenness
centrality, (c) closeness centrality, and (d) eigenvector centrality.
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observations can be made. First, networks exhibit greater
vulnerability to sequential attacks based on any centrality
measure than under a random attack. Second, in unweighted
networks, there were only slight differences in the effective-
ness of sequential targeted attacking the first 20% nodes.
However, the nodes following the degree centrality ranking
were the least robust and had the lowest tolerance to attacks

than the other sequences. In contrast, node sequence in
degree centrality ranking showed the highest robustness at
first. However, as nodes were isolated continually, eigenvector
centrality was observed to be themost robust sequence./ird,
in weighted networks, the network in terms of recursive
power was less robust than that of recursive centrality. In the
comparison of all the centrality measures in unweighted and
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Figure 5: Evolution of the clustering coefficients in unweighted and weighted networks. f refers to the percentage of nodes removed.

Table 2: Cities listed by centrality in B&R region.

No. Degree Betweenness Recursive power No. Degree Betweenness Recursive power
1 Dubai Moscow Moscow 21 Abu Dhabi Delhi Jakarta
2 Beijing Dubai Istanbul 22 Xiamen Saint Petersburg Kuwait
3 Moscow Istanbul Dubai 23 Athens Chengdu Jeddah
4 Istanbul Beijing Warsaw 24 Tianjin Taipei Novosibirsk
5 Bangkok Bangkok Beijing 25 Hangzhou Sharjah Chengdu
6 Guangzhou Singapore Athens 26 Shenyang Baku Nicosia
7 Shanghai Doha Bangkok 27 Changsha Jeddah Chongqing
8 Hong Kong Seoul Doha 28 Wuhan Nicosia Belgrade
9 Singapore Hong Kong Kuala Lumpur 29 Guiyang Novosibirsk Abu Dhabi
10 Seoul Kuala Lumpur Seoul 30 Delhi Chongqing Cairo
11 Doha Guangzhou Singapore 31 Qingdao Cairo Xi’an
12 Kunming Shanghai Shanghai 32 Zhengzhou Xi’an Shenzhen
13 Taipei Warsaw Prague 33 Jerusalem Mumbai Zagreb
14 Kuala Lumpur Prague Guangzhou 34 Urumqi Kuwait Taipei
15 Chengdu Jerusalem Hong Kong 35 Sharjah Riyadh Riyadh
16 Chongqing Athens Jerusalem 36 Nanjing Tel Aviv Yafo Mumbai
17 Shenzhen Jakarta Saint Petersburg 37 Saint Petersburg Shenzhen Muscat
18 Xi’an Urumqi Delhi 38 Taiyuan Tehran Hangzhou
19 Nanning Abu Dhabi Kunming 39 Nanchang Harbin Baku
20 Prague Kunming Sharjah 40 Warsaw Zagreb Urumqi
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weighted networks, nodes following the degree centrality
ranking showed the least robustness.

Global efficiency decreases as the nodes are removed,
indicating that the node sequence that decreased the most
sharply had the least vulnerable network robustness (see
Figure 8). /ere were two initial observations. First, in
unweighted networks, the nodes ranking in the betweenness
centrality sequence were the least robust of the sequences. In
contrast, nodes ranking in the eigenvector centrality se-
quence showed the most robustness in facing targeted at-
tacks. Second, in weighted networks, the network in terms of
recursive power was less robust than that of recursive
centrality. In the comparison of all the centrality measures in
unweighted and weighted networks, it can be found that the
betweenness centrality ranking was the most robust of all the
sequences. Besides, it is noteworthy that global efficiency
isolated by random sequence did not provide the highest
resistance to attacks, as already shown in other robustness
metrics. Node sequences following degree centrality ranking
showed the highest robustness. While comparing all the
centrality measures in the two networks, the nodes following
recursive power and betweenness centrality ranking were
observed to be less robust than those following other
rankings, responding well to the correlation results pre-
sented in Section 3.1.

4. Discussion

/e failure of a node has a significant impact on robustness,
depending on the element affected. /us, detecting key

elements of network robustness is of great importance.
Ample studies have examined the robustness of both model
and real networks experiencing either errors or attacks
[41, 42]. /is analysis explored how the structure of a
complex network removes nodes with simultaneous and
sequential-targeted attacks based on degrees, betweenness,
and closeness centralities in unweighted networks. However,
for the majority of networks, the most vulnerable nodes are
often related to their strengths in a weighted network, given
the imbalance in their internal strength distribution.
/erefore, our results also extend the previously discovered
targets based only on the centrality and nature of the un-
weighted network.

Table 3 summarizes the centrality measures with the least
robustness metrics. Specifically, nodes ranked by the be-
tweenness centrality had the least robustness in terms of the
average shortest path length and global efficiency. Nodes in
the recursive power sequence are associated with the least
robustness from the aspect of the clustering coefficient.
Moreover, nodes ranking in the degree centrality sequence
provided the least robustness in terms of graph diversity.
/is analysis showed that the critical nodes in ATNBR can
be detected through adaptive strategies based on the be-
tweenness centrality, degree centrality, and recursive power.
/us, different centrality measures reflect different aspects of
network robustness, such that no one centrality measure-
ment has significant advantages over the others in repre-
senting the totality of robustness.

In general, nodes following either recursive power or
betweenness centrality ranking were found to be less robust
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Figure 6: Evolution of the average shortest path length in unweighted and weighted networks.
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than those following other rankings. /e results were
consistent with those of the previous studies where the nodes
with high betweenness centrality were critical, especially in
terms of shortest path length and global efficiency [43, 44].
As for network robustness in the weighted approach, nodes
ranking in recursive power sequence have been identified as
critical in the preservation of network functionalities [23].
/e results responded well to the correlation analysis that
recursive power had the highest correlation relationship
with betweenness centrality. /is can be explained by
tracking its original conception—recursive power captures
the extent to which one node dominates its neighbors [45],
and betweenness centrality measures the number of short
paths between nodes while they pass through a given node
[46]. To some extent, both indexes present the transiting
property in networks, which determine network robustness
from aspects of clustering coefficient, average shortest path
length, and global efficiency. /us, the failure of these high
recursive power and betweenness centrality nodes cause
their weak neighbors to become disconnected and caused
the network functionalities to decrease by a great extent.

/is analysis suffers from limitations in terms of the
dataset used, which might have shed new light on further
scope for future studies. One limitation is the reliability of
the flight data pertaining to the ATNBR. Weekly flight data
was applied in this study, instead of the more accurate
passenger flow. Neither the size of the airplanes nor the
origin-destination flow was considered here. Although ac-
tual physical movements were reflected by the weekly flights
to some extent, passenger flow data would be more valuable
for comprehending the social and economic processes in-
volved [47].

5. Conclusion

/is paper compared the robustness metrics in the ap-
plication of unweighted and weighted approaches. /e
main findings of this analysis are as follows. (a) In the
network constructed as an unweighted one, betweenness,
and degree centrality made more significant contributions
in preserving network functionalities as compared to ei-
genvector and closeness centrality. (b) In the network
constructed as a weighted one, recursive power had a
higher-level role in preserving network functionalities than
recursive centrality. (c) No particular centrality measure-
ment had a significant advantage in representing the to-
tality of robustness. /e betweenness centrality sequence
was sensitive to the average shortest path length and global
efficiency while the recursive power sequence was sensitive
to the clustering coefficient, and degree centrality was
sensitive to graph diversity.

Studies cited in the current literature related robustness
to centrality measurements such as betweenness and
closeness and, thus, were limited to the unweighted ap-
proach [48, 49]. While sophisticated properties in the net-
works were detected, empirical studies called for the
uninformed analysis in both weighted and unweighted
approaches. In this context, our analysis is a further step
toward identifying centrality sequences for determining
which one provided the most robustness in unweighted and
weighted approaches.

/e ultimate aim of exploring aviation systems is to
improve the efficiency of travel and optimize the underlying
structures [50]. Since air transport can achieve its benefits
only when it is available uninterruptedly, increasing the
network robustness of ATNBR can improve air trans-
portation security and its ability to effectively respond to
emergencies. /us, the policy implication of this analysis is
to construct air transport infrastructure rationally instead of
through ‘sprawl investment’. Significantly, our analysis
found that the nodes-rankings of betweenness centrality,
degree centrality, and recursive power sequences reflect
different aspects of robustness. /is result is important in
deciding which nodes should be safeguarded to maintain a
given robustness metric against the targeted localized at-
tacks. For instance, nodes with high betweenness centrality
such as Moscow, Dubai, Istanbul, among others are critical
in preserving global efficiency, while nodes with high degree,
such as Dubai, Beijing, and Moscow, are critical for pre-
serving graph diversity. Understanding this allows us to
determine which nodes make the network most susceptible
to external influences. It also suggests which nodes to protect
more stringently from perturbations to preserve the dy-
namic robustness of the entire network./us, we believe our
analysis would make useful contributions to the develop-
ment of appropriate policies.
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